The Rio de Janeirians have but one social fault. They are committed
heart and soul and therefore so are you, to photography. Everywhere we
went in public or in private at unexpected moments there was the puff,
puff—or startling flash—of flashlights. Ambassador Morgan was usually
around somewhere. Our Ambassador was popular in Rio. They couldn't
have a function public or private without *E1 Ambassador',
After the dinner-in-honour at which everybody photographed every-
body else, the architects took me over to be especially photographed again
by their famous star portrait-photoist. The photographs were good and I
had to sign them all for all the architects of Brazil.
Time came to come away. Things had been tremendous. The students
came to say they wanted to do something for us. They said they had been
'out' so long that (like me) they had no money left. Some of them wanted
to bring flowers to Olgivanna but they could not afford to buy them.
Might they not then come to the Copacabana and serenade us that even-
ing? They could. And they did—hundreds of them.
They rushed the piano out to the middle of the ballroom floor. Some of
the boys improvised instruments and native costumes, sang and danced
till three in the morning while we looked on from a balcony. I wish an
American movie magnate could have filmed that show for our country.
But down there I couldn't say American movie magnate without giving
them offence or to think that I meant one of their own magnates. The
Rio de Janeirians always resented any reference to ourselves as the Ameri-
cans. So I said Usonia when I talked about our country to them* They liked
the term. They had never heard it before but thought it appropriate.
We got home after a long journey in perfect weather on an old United
States steamer (why do we build them half-freight, half-passenger, I
wonder?). Probably the subs have sunk it. Anyway, we were happy to get
home.
Taliesin was a beautiful dream again realized. There is nothing like
homecomings for that realization.
A cablegram from Ambassador Morgan, a fortnight after we were
settled again, said that the boys had the professors they wanted.
The students of the Belles Artes were free to grow up to serve the future
of Brazil!
W£ brought along such a mass of photographs, newspaper pictures, and
clippings that Henry sat down and compiled an album, thirteen inches
square and two inches thick, which you may see at Taliesin to this day.
SNIFF TALIESIN
Independently of wide-open windows seldom shut, letting in the vary-
ing smells of the four seasons, Taliesin is pervaded by its own very especial
smell. The visitor on coming in for the first time will sniff and remark
upon it, ask what the fragrance is.
In Spring and Summer the windows at Taliesin are thrown wide-op<eru
The odour of the long white drifts of wild-plum bloom on the nearby
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